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Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10501.09 - "When all else fails..."=/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
The USS Elara is en route to the Tonaria belt in hopes of solving a mining rights dispute there.
Host SM_Lilia says:
All seems very routine-like, like an old beginning to a new story
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\=Begin Mission=/\==/\==/\==/\=
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: Standing in the Captains ready room trying not to show his anxiety ::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: sitting in his ready room :: FCO: take a seat - this wont take long
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::At his console like any other ordinary day::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
CO: thank you sir :: takes a seat and tries to get as comfortable as possible ::
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::Is in his office on deck 12 looking over some padds:: Self: Bill, bill, bill, bill... aaa, report ::smiles::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::sat in his usual place on the bridge, pouring over the claims made by both sides in this "dispute"::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: In all view ports of the Elara, the crew can see the warped space pass by them. A monotonous sight for someone living in a ship, one they often forget its there
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::In his office, his feet on the desk, reading a novel::
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
::enters the bridge... and sits softly at his post... gently sweeps the panel in front of him with his fingers::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: while you all have been taking a break I have been evaluating the senior crew, your performance since you joined the crew has given me some cause for concern
Host CNS_Alia says:
::enters the bridge smiling from her 150 cm and takes her chair::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: the words " oh no! " come to the FCO's mind ::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: tries to maintain eye contact with the captain ::
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
Self: Thank God I’m not part of the Senior Crew
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: As I’m sure I have explained to you before.. officers on board this ship are required to be exceptional as standard, your performance to date has been... substandard
Host CNS_Alia says:
::looks at the XO beside her and shakes her head::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
CO: I understand :: tries to keep his voice level and hopes to god he isn’t going to be fired where he's sitting ::
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Sees his console blink up briefly which displays the ETA:: *CO*: Captain, sorry to bother you sire, but we're 5 minutes from the rendezvous coordinates.
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::leans back in his seat and looks over at the now CTO Starbuck:: CTO: Lets hope we don’t give you too much to do first mission out eh Ensign, try and ease you into the job.
Host CNS_Alia says:
XO: I need to talk with Dr Ordo. If I am needed, I will be in sickbay
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: your academy scores suggest you should be performing much better - but as yet I have yet to see any evidence of it happening :: grumbles audibly :: *OPS*: acknowledged
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
XO: Well Ferengi can be quite desperate when it comes to Latinum... anyway I am fully capable to tend to my position
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::rolls his head around to look at the CNS:: CNS: Understood ::gives the CNS a strange glance and goes back to his padd::
Host CNS_Alia says:
::exits the bridge shaking her head::
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::relaxes in his chair, in his officer and puts down the padd:: Computer: Computer, access the engineering duty logs for tomorrow and display them on the screen.
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: reaches into his desk :: FCO: I’m not content to give up on you just yet however :: pulls out a very large heavy book entitled “How to be the Best Flight Control Officer in Starfleet”, and gives it to the FCO ::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CTO: I have no doubt of that Ensign, keep an eye out.
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
XO: I am... for now the only problems are the micro space particles colliding on the navigational deflector...but that is all in standard Starfleet limits
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: Go ahead - open it
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::rotates again and looks at the OPS officer:: OPS: Last time I checked Mr. Conners it is standard protocol to inform the ranking officer on the bridge of our ETA.
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: reaches out to take the book with a sense of dread :: CO: thank you sir, I appreciate this
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: As the FCO takes the book and opens it, quickly he finds out all the pages are blank
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: places the book on his lap and opens it with a deep breath ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Elara drops out of warp and an image starts forming on the viewscreen ....
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>::enters sickbay and looks for the CMO::
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Looks up at the XO:: XO: Sorry sir. I was in complete understanding the captain wanted to know about this sir. I will try to do better next time.
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: looks up at the captain :: CO: I uh...don’t understand....they are all blank? :: looks confused ::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: its not reading material Mr. Taylor - I expect you to write it, when its finished maybe you will be at the standard I expect - that is all, Dismissed! :: notices the ship slow & gets up to enter the bridge ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The image forming is that of open space, the Tonaria belt is in the background. Forward 3 vessels can be seen. 2 Federation armed civilian vessels, surrounding a Ferengi shuttle
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: I think the Captain is currently ::thinks for a moment:: motivating our FCO. Carry on though.
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
CO: um...I will sir, thank you. :: sands to leave ::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Open hailing frequencies please
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CTO: What is the tactical status of the vessels?
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::doesn't hear anyone coming in, is listening to what on first impression sounds like a rabid mule jumping on a Tarosian armadillo, but is in fact the latest Naussican rock band::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: walks onto the bridge & quietly surveys ::
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
XO: Shields at 100%, photon torpedo load at maximum capacity, phaser arcs are fully charged and ready
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Before he can open the hailing frequencies, his console blinks again:: XO: Sir, one of the Federation vessels is hailing us.
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: On screen.
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::gets up from his chair and heads for the door, pressing the "OFF" button on his office console on the way::
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Tabs his console:: XO: Voice only sir, I'll put it on speaker for you.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: A male voice is heard on the bridge "all we want is peace, stay away and no one will be harmed”
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::notices the CO has entered the bridge:: CO: Sir? ::indicates whether or not he wishes to take over::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Immediately transmission is cut
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: sits down at his console placing the book to the side and begins working ::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: shakes his head to the XO ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>::clears her throat audibly while approaching the CMO::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::wonders why no-one wants to talk to him lately:: OPS: Keep hailing those civilian vessels, and try and get through to the Ferengi, we cant mediate if they wont talk to us.
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CO: Looks like we have arrived in the middle of something here sir.
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::Is startled by the entrance of the new CNS. As his legs lift off the desk the balance goes way off, and he ends up tumbling off the back of the chair to the floor with a loud bump::
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Nods at the XO and continues to hail the ships:: XO: Aye sir.
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::enters main engineering and takes a look on the "situation monitor" updating himself on the current events::
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
Computer: Computer, end music.
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>::raises an eyebrow:: Self: This crew really needs me
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
XO: and not a moment to soon
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: takes a seat ::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
FCO: Make sure we are within transporter range of the Ferengi vessel, but don’t get too close.
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Looks up from his console, a little agitated:: XO: Sir, There seems to be no response from the vessels. I can't even get through to the Ferengi either. I believe the communications are being jammed.
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
XO: aye sir :: plots and lays in the new course bringing the Elara carefully closer to the Ferengi vessel ::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::nods to the OPS officer:: CO: Perhaps they do not want to talk anymore.
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
CO: Sir.... the Federation vessels are arming their weapons...they are targeting the Ferengi...
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Elara approaches the 3 vessels
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: watches his console data carefully to be sure he can get the ship away fast enough at a moments notice ::
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
XO: Just so you know, the Ferengi have their shields up, I can't get a lock on them. ::and continues to try hailing the ships::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>CMO: I've been looking at the roster. Wouldn't you say it’s about time the senior crew had full physicals?
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: nods to the CTO & then looks over to the XO to see how he is doing ::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CTO: Take us to yellow alert
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: One of the ships fires a phaser spread disabling the Ferengi's engines. The Ferengi try to fight back, but obviously they weren't prepared for war
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
XO: ::shields up:: Done sir
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Throughout the ship, Yellow alert is signaled
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Send out a signal to those ships, tell them to stand down immediately or we will fire on them.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Federation ships keep firing, quickly disabling the Ferengi vessel, system by system~
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CTO: Power up the weapon systems; target both civilian vessels.
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
CNS: Well yes, they all are due for their in the near future, though I am reticent to complete them myself. It seems every time I intend to examine all of the senior staff, something bad happens...
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: eyes moving faster between the viewscreen, his own console & the XO ::
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Nods at the XO and tabs a few commands into his console and looks up again:: XO: No response sir.
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
XO: ::weapons up and targeted:: I should sound red alert i suppose..
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::nods to the CTO::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CO: If they wont talk do we have another option?
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The 2 ships keep firing on the nearly destroyed Ferengi vessel
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
::red alert:: XO: Targeting the first civilian vessel, weapons systems.. firing
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The sound of phaser fire begins to be heard but quickly fades. No energy comes out of the Elara's phaser arrays
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: put us between the Ferengi ship and the other vessels :;stands up suddenly ::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: starts tapping in commands with almost android efficiency ( the captain and his pep talk seems to show results ) preparing to get the ship moving incase they need to dodge some heavy fire of there own ::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
CO: aye sir
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::looks at the CO for a moment and ponders::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
CTO: extend our shields around the Ferengi ship
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
CO: ........sir one problem. We wont fit.
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: make us fit
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Elara's engines suddenly stop and she moves on inertia
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
FCO: Why are we drifting?
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Ferengi vessel is destroyed in front of their eyes
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: grumbles and prepares for " ramming speed "...then the engines appear dead on his console :: self: what the?
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::looks at his console in Main Engineering::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
XO: I don’t understand sir? ::Quickly hitting buttons begging the engines to come back::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
CTO: get a tractor beam on those ships
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
*CO*: Engineering to bridge, captain, we just lost weapons and engines, what are you doing up there? ::jumps at the warp core power control relay::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
XO: they just went dead........ :: looks more and more confused as his attempts fail ::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
*CEO*: Only the usual, get onto it and find out what went wrong
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
::targeting the ships with two tractor beam emitters:: CO: Should I engage the tractor beam?
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::runs a quick diagnostic on the main computer core::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Soon the CTO realizes tractor beam is not working, nor are transporters, nor are shields
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: nods to the CTO ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: One by one, systems shut down
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
CO: Okay.. this can't be me.... nothing is working... transporters, sheilds.. offline...tractor beam included
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::looks around:: CO: I think we have a problem.
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
*CO/XO*: McKnight to the captain, I just found traces of a computer virus in our main computer memory bank... it's shutting everything down sir !!
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: as the systems shut down he gets the most awful feeling he's not going to live long enough to fill in the blanks in the book he’s just been given ::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
XO: that’s something of an understatement
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Looks up from his console:: CO/XO: Sirs, Regretfully I have to say, we just lost our communications too.
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>CMO: Well, the sooner the better, I don't ... ::looks around as consoles flickers and go offline::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
*CEO*: Isolate the main computer, keep the key systems running.
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
CNS: You see what I mean?
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
*XO*: Commander I am trying but it is a good one, it's using some kind of binary encrypting system that I am not familiar of. It's relaying all power back to the warp core, creating a feedback pulse of energy, thus overloading the core. ::takes a deep breath::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>::shrugs:: CMO: Now what?
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Lights go out all over the ship
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Even the familiar hum of the warp core fades and disappears
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Quickly grabs hold of his console as everything around him goes dark::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
*CEO* switch all critical systems to manual control - cut the main computer out of the equation
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
CNS (but really to self): Typical
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: listens as hard as he can and tries to ready himself for whatever is going to happen next ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Emergency power is activated and red lighting floods the bridge
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
*CO:* Captain, the virus could have only been uploaded when we were on the Starbase, so either we have a saboteur there or on the ship.
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
*CO:* Aye aye captain, switching to manual and activating the auxiliary systems for support.
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
*CEO* If I had done this to a starship I wouldn't want to still be on it
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>::blinks and takes a seat:: CMO: What are we supposed to do now? I doubt TL’s are working
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Tries to focus with the red lights on and hears the word saboteur:: Self: Oh no, this can't be true.... a saboteur?
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CO: But you might want to come and retrieve it.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: combadge communications are lost
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
XO: good point
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
Self: Saboteur... this is not good
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
CNS: Well, we can sit on our butts if you like,  or we can go to the bridge and help sort this out
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
CTO: post security on all decks - make sure everyone has a Tricorder, that will have to do until we get the sensors back online
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>CMO: Oh I hate Jeffries Tubes
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
CNS: Well, that cant be helped I'm afraid.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Without inertial dampeners working, the ship rocks outside and inside when suddenly something attaches to it
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The crew can feel a certain sense of movement backwards
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::accesses the main viewscreen and patches his image directly to the bridge viewscreen::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
self: oh no......
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Grabs hold of his console again as the ship rocks:: Self: Maybe it's the power trying to come back on?
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The CEO's face appears huge on the viewscreen, which lights up
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: takes a step to regain his balance ::
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::Turns around, it is somewhat fortuitous that he is on the floor, as the doctor reaches under his desk to apparently hit a switch to a mechanical mechanism. A small orifice opens in the wall behind him, containing 4 palm phasers, Tricorder and wrist lamps.
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
COMM: CO: Captain, I'm calling to inform you that I have patched some power to the computer consoles all around the ships hallways, so you can use them to co-ordinate and communicate if in the hallways.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: As if it was a final touch, artificial gravity stops functioning
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
CNS: Grab a set of these and we will get going. ::grabs a set for himself, attaching the lamp to his wrist and turning the beam on.
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: nods :: COM: CEO: OK, arm yourselves down there - we may have company
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
::floats off the seat:: Self: What the....
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
COMM: CO: I would also like to inform you that main life-support is off line and that we will be living for about 12 hours if we don't correct the problem sir. Temperature is also falling, current is 20 degrees C.
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia>::looks at the phaser as if it was an alien object, but then nods and follows the CMO::
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::starts to float:: CNS: Well that was the easy way to stand up I suppose.
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::feels himself lift of the deck::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: considers opening the book to its first page and writing " bugger ", thinking he wont last long for much else. and prepares to do all he can ::
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Still holding his console, he senses his feet coming off the floor and he feels himself being lifted. A little frightened he looks around::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: grabs a hold of the console as he feels his feet leave the ground ::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: begins to float upwards :: self: great that’s all we need :: grabs wildly trying to snatch his console before he drifts to far ::
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::distributes phasers and compression rifles to all engineering crew:: Yellow: Mr. Yellow, erect a level 7 force field around engineering.
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::floats through into sickbay, grabs a hypo spray from a counter. Injects himself and the CNS: This is an anti-emetic. It will counteract the feelings of nausea one might feel if you are not used to free fall.
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: just manages to pull himself down, he stands ( as best he can ) and makes sure his phaser is good for a quick retrieval ::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
XO: I want you to head down to engineering and take charge down there, I think its best we aren't in the same room
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Being into zero-gravity for the first time, his head starts to spin and so does his stomach:: Self: I'm not feeling all that well..... oh my....
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The backwards movement is continuously felt
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
CO: Understood sir.  We might be able to supplement the Elara's power supply using the warp cores of the shuttlecraft, they wont be tied into the main computer, they should be unaffected.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: As his stomach gets worse, OPS' lunch is scattered through the air around him
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
XO: very true
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: get yourself down to the shuttle bay and take one of the shuttles out to have a look at the situation, we can use the others as backup power
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::With great effort he wipes his mouth and looks a little embarrassed at his lunch, which tasted a lot better when it went down::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
XO: or life rafts
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
CO: I'll go too if the saboteur is still onboard he will try to prevent us...
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
CO: aye sir
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: A Yeoman rushes to clean the mess around OPS
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: gets up and moves as fast as he can in the given situation to the shuttle bay ::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::using his zero-g training he makes his way over to the security locker on the bridge and takes out a phaser and wrist light, then drifts over to the JT access hatch:: CO: I will try and get in contact when I reach engineering. ::opens the JT and slips inside:: CO: Oh and try not to get kidnapped while I'm gone sir ::smiles and disappears inside the JT::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
FCO: when you clear the Elara report back to Starbase and inform them of the situation :: nodding to the CTO ::
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::makes his way to the Jeffries tube with the most direct route to the bridge, hopes the CNS is close behind::
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
CO: aye sir :: he exists the bridge ::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: grins to the XO :: XO: no promises
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::grabs the first shaft he gets to and starts climbing up to deck 1, main bridge with 1 security officer::
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
::grabs some gear and fallows the XO::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::pushes his way quickly and easily through the JT system, zero-g is useful for some things... :: CTO: I'm thinking this could be going a little bit better.
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
::opens a hatch, walks down the hallway and enters the bridge:: CO: Captain?!
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Floats to exit the bridge and tries to make it to the observation lounge. To get his mind of his upset stomach he takes a look outside::
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
XO: Well better for this ship...yes...for me ...no.. I’ll probably get court marshaled when...or if I get back to Starbase
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::pops the hatch above him, he appears in the middle of the bridge floor, looks around::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: OPS sees a familiar sight, warped space flying by, only backwards
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
CO: Captain I suggest we move everyone to the Cargo bay so we can transfer all life support power there and also shut down non essential parts of the ship.?!
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
CEO: report
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
All on Bridge: Hello all, did you miss me?
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: finally reaches the doors to the shuttle bay and begins to manually open the doors. hoping he’s not going to be blown to bits the moment he flies out of here ::
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::arrives promptly at the ME access port and opens it manually:: CTO: Oh I wouldn't go that far ensign, we are all allowed one mistake first time out, I mean look at me, I lost the CO and nearly the ship ::chuckles to himself::
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
CO: At least until we can solve the problem sir ::takes another deep breath, he is exhausted::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<FCO Lost>::sitting at one of the consoles he looks at the CMO menacingly::
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
XO: Well...got me there Commander... anyway sorry for my trigger happy move before....
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: with a spark and a real bad shock the shuttle bay doors open and he runs inside to look for a suitable shuttle ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<CNS Alia> ::looks at Lost than the CMO:: CMO: A friend?
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Clears his eyes and almost wants to blame his upset stomach:: Self: Huh? Are we warping backwards? Maybe I have to inform our Captain about this. ::hastily makes his way back to the bridge::
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
CEO: without turbo lifts getting the entire crew down there is a massive task, is there no - less drastic course of action?
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::pulls the CNS through the JT hatch and closes it behind her:: CNS: ::whisper:: Of Sorts, I'm sure you'll meet him in due course.
FCO_Ens_Taylor says:
:: he finally finds one that looks " user friendly " and hopes inside prepping it for flight ::
CMO_LtJG_Ordo says:
::begins to administer the anti-emetic to the bridge crew to prevent (more, by the smell of things) vomiting.
CEO_LtJg_McKnight says:
CO: We could try transporters captain, I can try to link them up with the power grid in the shuttles in the shuttle bay.
XO_Cmdr_Pazoski says:
::drifts into ME and looks non hostile, not wanting to be shot by a trigger happy engineer:: CTO: We will sort that out later, for now lets try and get this ship running.
OPS_Ens_Conners says:
::Enters the bridge, nearly floating against one of the consoles:: CO: Captain, perhaps you should take a look outside. It almost looks as though we're warping backwards.
CTO_Ens_Starbuck says:
::follows the XO::XO: Right...
Host CO_Cpt_Timrok says:
:: turns to look out of a view port ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\=Pause Mission=/\==/\==/\==/\=
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